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1 no not necessarily that is would depict it is always present no matter his attitude it always feels like crushing others can be would depict possibility
it roots its usage from the modal verb can share improve this answer can simply means that the observation is possible there is no reason for it to happen
but it is a possibility in this context it doesn t give any indication that the observation is likely to happen may is more direct it defines a possibility that is
more likely to happen as the observation could be actively made to happen 1 can would normally imply possibility it can be false means sometimes false
there is slightly technical use in logic if a sentence is true it is true for all values if there is a single counter example the sentence is false thus if x is a
prime number then x is odd can be true if x 3 or x 5 etc but it can be false if x 2 and the phrase it can be is a correct and usable part of a sentence in written
english you can use this phrase in place of a verb to indicate potential or possibility for example given the proper tools it can be a relatively simple task
exact 60 it can be both 1 the new york times a it can be 2 the new york times but it can be 3 we use can to express possibility or to question possibilities
we can go to rome in june because both of us have a week off work it is possible for us to go to rome because we don t have to work in june well how can
you be on a diet if you buy so much chocolate see how to use it can be in a sentence lot of example sentences with the word it can be it can be adjective
doing something this expression is useful for describing an experience in a soft way for example it can be lonely living by yourself this means living by
yourself is lonely sometimes it can be difficult working full time while also trying to raise children 65 other terms for it can be words and phrases with
similar meaning another way to say it can be traditionally one of the great hymns of methodism this text appears in a number of modern hymnals like so
many of charles wesley s hymn texts and can it be is full of allusions to and quotations from scripture a few of the more obvious texts are philippians 2
7 acts 12 6 8 romans 8 1 and hebrews 4 16 a1 to be able to can you drive she can speak four languages can you read that sign from this distance the
doctors are doing all that they can but she s still not breathing properly do the best you can i realize the circumstances are not ideal the can here means
to be possible usually with be it can be false it is possible for it to be false and can it be stuart townend with lyrics youtube worship videos 416k
subscribers subscribed 9 5k 1 5m views 7 years ago there is therefore now no condemnation to those who are in it can be said synonyms 133 words and
phrases for it can be said synonymsfor it can be said 133 other terms for it can be said words and phrases with similar meaning lists synonyms antonyms
definitions sentences thesaurus tags assumption language suggest new it could be said it may be said it can be stated assumption byu idaho choirs
orchestra youtube and can it be by dan forrest byu idaho choirs orchestra byu idaho department of music 2 97k subscribers subscribed 3 8k 602k idiom
used to say that what a person does or feels is understandable or that a person should not be blamed for doing or feeling something see the full definition
looks can be deceiving deceptive idiom used to say that something can be very different from how it seems or appears to be see the full definition word of the
day assail and can it be lyrics charles wesley and can it be that i should gain an int rest in the savior s blood died he for me who caused his pain for me
who him to death pursued amazing love how can it be that thou my god shouldst die for me refrain amazing love how can it be that thou my god shouldst
die for me 2020�9�5� ���� �� ���� they are pretty similar but could be expresses more uncertainty we could be together sounds more unsure than we
can be together like in the first case the speaker is more concerning of the listener s feelings or there is something standing in the way of them being together
42 synonyms antonyms for can be thesaurus com view definitions for can be can be adverb as in maybe compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strong
matches perchance perhaps weak matches as it may be conceivable conceivably could be credible feasible imaginably it could be might be obtainable weather
permitting from english grammar today be forms be is an irregular verb with several forms present i am he she it is you we they are ing form being past i he she
it was you we they were ed form been i m in college at the moment where is she he was her first husband were you at the u2 concert the calendar flips from
april to may on wednesday meaning social media users will almost certainly see it s gonna be may memes featuring singer justin timberlake in the coming days
the meme
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1 no not necessarily that is would depict it is always present no matter his attitude it always feels like crushing others can be would depict possibility
it roots its usage from the modal verb can share improve this answer

modal verbs the difference between can be and may be Feb 28 2024

can simply means that the observation is possible there is no reason for it to happen but it is a possibility in this context it doesn t give any indication
that the observation is likely to happen may is more direct it defines a possibility that is more likely to happen as the observation could be actively made
to happen

sentence meaning correct usage of can be english Jan 29 2024

1 can would normally imply possibility it can be false means sometimes false there is slightly technical use in logic if a sentence is true it is true for all
values if there is a single counter example the sentence is false thus if x is a prime number then x is odd can be true if x 3 or x 5 etc but it can be false if x 2
and

it can be english examples in context ludwig Dec 28 2023

the phrase it can be is a correct and usable part of a sentence in written english you can use this phrase in place of a verb to indicate potential or
possibility for example given the proper tools it can be a relatively simple task exact 60 it can be both 1 the new york times a it can be 2 the new york
times but it can be 3

can english grammar today cambridge dictionary Nov 26 2023

we use can to express possibility or to question possibilities we can go to rome in june because both of us have a week off work it is possible for us to go
to rome because we don t have to work in june well how can you be on a diet if you buy so much chocolate

it can be example sentences use it can be in a sentence Oct 26 2023

see how to use it can be in a sentence lot of example sentences with the word it can be

it can be adjective doing something phrasemix Sep 24 2023

it can be adjective doing something this expression is useful for describing an experience in a soft way for example it can be lonely living by yourself this
means living by yourself is lonely sometimes it can be difficult working full time while also trying to raise children
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it can be synonyms 65 words and phrases for it can be Aug 24 2023

65 other terms for it can be words and phrases with similar meaning another way to say it can be

and can it be that i should gain hymnary org Jul 23 2023

traditionally one of the great hymns of methodism this text appears in a number of modern hymnals like so many of charles wesley s hymn texts and can it
be is full of allusions to and quotations from scripture a few of the more obvious texts are philippians 2 7 acts 12 6 8 romans 8 1 and hebrews 4 16

can english meaning cambridge dictionary Jun 21 2023

a1 to be able to can you drive she can speak four languages can you read that sign from this distance the doctors are doing all that they can but she s
still not breathing properly do the best you can i realize the circumstances are not ideal

modal verbs meaning of it can be noun or adjective May 21 2023

the can here means to be possible usually with be it can be false it is possible for it to be false

and can it be stuart townend with lyrics youtube Apr 19 2023

and can it be stuart townend with lyrics youtube worship videos 416k subscribers subscribed 9 5k 1 5m views 7 years ago there is therefore now no
condemnation to those who are in

it can be said synonyms 133 words and phrases for it can be Mar 19 2023

it can be said synonyms 133 words and phrases for it can be said synonymsfor it can be said 133 other terms for it can be said words and phrases with
similar meaning lists synonyms antonyms definitions sentences thesaurus tags assumption language suggest new it could be said it may be said it can be
stated assumption

and can it be by dan forrest byu idaho choirs orchestra Feb 15 2023

byu idaho choirs orchestra youtube and can it be by dan forrest byu idaho choirs orchestra byu idaho department of music 2 97k subscribers subscribed 3
8k 602k

can be definition meaning merriam webster Jan 17 2023

idiom used to say that what a person does or feels is understandable or that a person should not be blamed for doing or feeling something see the full
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definition looks can be deceiving deceptive idiom used to say that something can be very different from how it seems or appears to be see the full definition
word of the day assail

and can it be lyrics charles wesley timeless truths Dec 16 2022

and can it be lyrics charles wesley and can it be that i should gain an int rest in the savior s blood died he for me who caused his pain for me who him to
death pursued amazing love how can it be that thou my god shouldst die for me refrain amazing love how can it be that thou my god shouldst die for me

it can be � it could be ������ hinative Nov 14 2022

2020�9�5� ���� �� ���� they are pretty similar but could be expresses more uncertainty we could be together sounds more unsure than we can be
together like in the first case the speaker is more concerning of the listener s feelings or there is something standing in the way of them being together

42 synonyms antonyms for can be thesaurus com Oct 14 2022

42 synonyms antonyms for can be thesaurus com view definitions for can be can be adverb as in maybe compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strong
matches perchance perhaps weak matches as it may be conceivable conceivably could be credible feasible imaginably it could be might be obtainable weather
permitting

be english grammar today cambridge dictionary Sep 12 2022

from english grammar today be forms be is an irregular verb with several forms present i am he she it is you we they are ing form being past i he she it was
you we they were ed form been i m in college at the moment where is she he was her first husband were you at the u2 concert

it s gonna be may justin timberlake meme is back what it means Aug 12 2022

the calendar flips from april to may on wednesday meaning social media users will almost certainly see it s gonna be may memes featuring singer justin
timberlake in the coming days the meme
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